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About This Game

Pilot your plane and battle giant robotic monsters with unique capabilities in ten
fantastic settings. Then, take to the skies in online multiplayer dogfights and show

the world who's boss.

SKY BATTLES, requires strategy, skill and accuracy to bring down mighty
giant beasts bent on your destruction. Do you prefer to silence your

enemies with stealth, or firing a barrage of missiles?

Key Features

Eight monster bosses to defeat such as robots, sea monsters, dragons and Krakens

Ten original missions requiring boss defeats and gem collecting for levelling up

Customizable planes, each with their own weapons

In game power ups to increase plane abilities

Online multiplayer with four maps (and more coming!)
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Multi-Platform multiplayer pits you against PC/Mac/Mobile
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UPDATE 2: 12.7 hours is when I'm making this post... the moment when I 100$ completed the game! 13 hours is way more
entertainment than you'd get from any movie... and for the price this is a steal. I still hope there will be more content, not
because the game isn't satisfying, but because it is very fun to play!

UPDATE: Also I have to hand it to the devs. I was shocked to find another update so soon after the last... they're really working
hard to fine tune what is already a fun little gem!

A fun little god-sim which seems worth the $5 asking price.. Was intrigued by the gameplay after seeing the trailer. Did not
regret getting the Thirst!
Pros:
-Fun mixture of ground and air enemies
-The shield system is a unique touch to fap VR games
-Good use of space on the train for dodging and attacking
-Sutaible graphics and effects made me feel emergence in the world.

Con:
-Wished the train could also go forward. Got it on sale, but returned it. I was able to get 100% achievements in that time as
well...there were some concepts I actually enjoyed, such as getting a .txt file in the game's directory for each ending you
unlocked. It was a neat touch, but ended up being just confusing, and one file didn't even have anything written in it.

While I kinda liked the story, it was too short and never really explained anything until the very end, and then just makes you
out to be, well, the crazy bad guy.

I hope the developer continues to make games, and improves on the ideas here, but as it sits, it's just an on the rails 'make a
choice' dialog game that is too short to justify the price.. In this game you mostly experiment by dropping things into the play
area without guidance and see what comes about. Look for how to make different things for its own sake. It's an interesting tool
for teaching the process of discovering rules. It's done no favors by its unpolished visual presentation and its blase writing.
You'll get little guidance or purpose from the game itself, making more a toy than a game at times.. I loved this dive back in the
90's and shooting ducks has never been so exciting! The game is great and it supports oculus rift, even if it's not stated. I would
really love to have a full oculus touch support though, as it is now being used by the game as if it was a vive controller, and the
touch action on the trigger shoots altogether with the trigger pression, making it feel a little bit weird on the control side. great
purchase! please devs, make it fully touch compatible \u2665. Its okay but its old and little bit gltiche maybe fix it little. Still has
all the cool stuff of the original game, still locked to 800x600. 1997, so no movies after then - only movies that are >20 years
old :) at least a game can be played in under 10 minutes, though.. Xevious on the NES was bad.
This game is even worse.
Paid .69 and still not worth it.
Music sucks.
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This game is a bad mixture of monotonous inventory management and repetitive combat combined with an extremely punishing
"one bad thing kills you" and a forced ironman game-saving scheme. This results in making the game super boring to play most
of the time, until inevitably you get complacent or caught off guard in a bad situation and then just die and lose all your
character progress. For most people, this also means that a lot of the game is pretty much out of reach, since it takes a lot of
experience grinding and material gathering to get deeply into the crafting system. Always being at risk of losing everything
actually does provide some sense of dread and terror in the game, and this is the neurological trick that makes you to want to
play, but that does not make the game fun, it's just a psychological effect.

If you disagree, I'd recommend you try copying the save directory to see how the game plays once you have the ability to save
and load at will. You quickly realize how boring the game really is without the artificial high stakes.. This is an incredibly fun
bullet-hell game to play with your friends. You can have up to 4 people in a room, and damn does it get hectic. The levels each
have unique occurences, and the mechanics are just so much fun. Totally worth the 9.99 I paid for it. This wasn't that bad of a
platformer. - mild fun while it lasted. It's short length and the recycled level backgrounds ultimately proved to be offputting. At
any rate, won't be revisiting this one or recommending it.

I hear there's a sequel in the works - hopefully they take the wasted potential from this one and apply it to that, as there is indeed
some potential here for a worthwhile title.. Oyunu çok fazla oynamasamda çok güzel olduğunu söyleyebilirim.. A good shooter
with a zombie. There is a view from the third person and from the first. Different abilities and large locations. If you want to
pass the evening, then what you need.. Most adorable game ever. Simple and easy to play.
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